The Melrose Folding Aisle Chair is an onboard aisle chair that provides mobility about the cabin during long flights. It collapses down to 9” height, 15” width and 29” length, this allows it to be safely stowed into most aircraft lockers.

The frame is hand made from aircraft grade aluminium and is lightweight and rust resistant. Many of our components are made inhouse to ensure we maintain exact tolerances from the highest quality materials. Flame retardant soft trim materials can be used and can be certified to FAR23.853(a) and FAR25.853(a) App F Part I(a)1(ii) if required.

All four wheels are solid, these provide less rolling resistance for easier pushing and maneuverability up and down the aisles.

We can finish the chair in a large range of powdercoat colours and we will also have your airline or airport logos printed onto the seat back.

**STANDARD SPECIFICATIONS**
- Lightweight aluminum frame
- Folded Dimensions:
  - Height 9”, Width 15”, Length 29”, Weight 8.1kg
- Max user weight 120kg
- Solid rollerblade castors
- 4” wide solid rear wheels
- Foot operated push to lock brake
- Alloy seat with cushion and fabric back
- Restraint straps with composite clasp
- Five-year frame warranty

**OPTIONS AND ACCESSORIES**
- Fluro and Metallic colours or colour to match your airline
- Hand operated (D’s Locks) brakes
- Seatbelt style buckles on restraint straps
- Airline or Airport logo printed on the seat back

Airline Aisle Wheelchair
FOLDABLE

Fits in most overhead lockers
Logo on Seat Back

www.melrosewheelchairs.co.nz